
Chapter 1

Bunch length measurement

The length of a particle bunch is rather difficult to measure at lepton accelerators where
this length is typically less than a millimeter, corresponding to bunch durations much
shorter than what can be measured by fast detectors 1. It is therefore necessary to
convert the bunch length into another quantity that can be measured. Coherence is
both a motivation and a tool to measure such length. Coherent collective effects such as
coherent synchrotron radiation can significantly disrupt a beam. Their dependance on
the beam current and not the beam charge means that to control them it is necessary
to measure the bunch length instead of simply the bunch charge. As a counterpart,
coherent radiation is one of the means of measuring a bunch length.

In plasma acceleration with external injection (such as FACET’s E-200 [1], AWAKE [2]
or ESCULAP [3]) this bunch length measurement is important to estimate which fraction
of the bunch will fit in the acceleration buckets created in the plasma. As with the trans-
verse measurements, at a plasma accelerator it is necessary to make the measurement
in a single shot for it to be meaningful.

When the resolution is sufficient the bunch length measurement can become a bunch
profile measurement as is the case with the methods based on coherent radiation meth-
ods.

I have worked on one of these techniques using Coherent Smith-Purcell Radiation for
several years.

1Because in lepton accelerators the particles travel at the speed of light there is a direct correlation
between bunch length and bunch duration. It results that abusingly the bunch length is often quoted
with time units. A bunch duration of 1 ps corresponds to a bunch length of 0.3 mm
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1.1 Bunch length and bunch profile measurement tech-
niques

Several other techniques allow for bunch length measurements and I will first review
them.

1.1.1 Techniques based on current transformers

Bunch charge can be measured using current transformers (CT). Depending on the ap-
plication, there are several flavors of current transformers : AC-Current Transformers
(ACCT), DC-Current Transformers (DCCT), Integrating Current Transformers (ICT),
... They all measure the current induced by the beam in a gap of the beam pipe to
estimate the beam current. Depending on the signal amplification required the mea-
surement device can be a simple wire connected to an ammeter or a coil with several
windings connected to an ammeter or to more complicated electronics. The working
principle and an example of current transformer are shown on figure 1.1.

When the time resolution of the current measuring device is good enough and the
impedance low enough the current transformer can give information about the varia-
tion of the current with them and therefore the bunch length, however this is true only
for beams that are at least several centimeters long (nanosecond duration).

Figure 1.1: (Left) Principle of a current transformer used for beam charge measurement :
when the particle beam passes through a torus it induces a current proportional to the
beam charge in the torus coil windings, allowing for beam charge measurement. (Right)
Example of current transformer as sold by a well-known manufacturer [4].

1.1.2 Techniques based on longitudinal to transverse exchange

For beam with a length in the millimeter range (or below) it is more difficult to measure
their length or their profile in the longitudinal direction (that is the direction of propa-
gation) than their transverse properties. Exchanging the longitudinal direction with one
of the transverse directions can therefore make this measurement easier.
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A Streak Camera is a device available commercially that can achieve this fate : in a
streak a photon beam hits a photocathode and is converted by photoemission in a low
energy (keV) electron beam. This electron beam passes between two electrodes to which
are applied a high frequency high voltage electric field that will streak the electron beam
transversely, the electron deflection being proportional to their arrival time. After the
electrodes the electron beam hit a luminescent screen where the transverse profile of the
electrons after streaking can be observed. Thus it is possible to obtain the longitudinal
profile of the photon beam (convoluted with one of its transverse profile). Commercial
streak camera can reach a resolution of about 1 ps on photon beams.

A Streak Camera combined with a radiation emitting screen, such as a sapphire
screen emitting Cerenkov radiation can be used to image the longitudinal profile of an
electron beam with MeV energy or higher. Such method was tested for example at the
CANDELA photo injector at LAL [5]. However this method is limited by the spread in
the longitudinal profile induced by the screen itself and by the photon beam transport
(usually to the outside of the accelerator) and therefore it is not available to measure
sub-picoseconds beams.

Streak camera are often used in rings to measure the bunch length using the syn-
chrotron radiation emitted[6, 7].

This can be mitigated by deflecting directly the high energy electrons using a deflecting
RF cavity. This requires the electric field to be high enough to deflect high energy
electrons and to have a high enough frequency to streak significantly the beam. The
state of the art in this field has been demonstrated at SLAC recently on both LCLS and
FACET accelerators [8], reaching resolutions of 10 fs at 14 GeV and SI70fs at 20 GeV.
However the cost of such device, including the associated RF power source is more than
a million euros.

A cheaper solution to streak the electrons is to use the so-called 3-phases method [9, 10]
in which one of the accelerating section of the accelerator is dephased to provide a longitu-
dinal streaking effect that can be measured as a variation in the beam energy dispersion.
This method has the advantage of being much cheaper but is limited in its resolution by
the power of the accelerating cavity and the resolution of the dispersion measurement
setup. A resolution of a few picoseconds has been demonstrated experimentally.

1.1.3 Measures based on radiation emitted by the beam

Instead of manipulating the beam to measure it, it is possible to measure the radiation
it emits and use it to get information on its longitudinal profile. This is what is done
with the streak camera based measurements described above but other methods rely on
this technique.

In the electro-optic sampling method a birefringent crystal is brought close from the
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Figure 1.2: Left: The principle of the Transverse deflecting cavity used at SLAC to mea-
sure bunches longitudinal profiles (Image taken from https://portal.slac.stanford.
edu/sites/ard_public/facet/facilities/Pages/TCAV.aspx). Right: A photo of the
FACET transverse deflecting cavity (image taken from [8]).

electron beam and a chirped ultrafast laser pulse2 is shone on it. The electromagnetic
field of the electron beam will induce a change in the refraction index of the crystal in
at least one of the polarisation plane. As the laser pulse is chirped a diffraction grating
can then be used to measure its longitudinal profile projected on a screen. Thus by
comparing the longitudinal profile of the two polarisation components it is possible to
deduce the changes that occurred in the crystal as fonction of time and therefore the
bunch longitudinal profile. This is a well known technique in optics (for example to
measure and profile THz pulses) that has been applied to accelerators by several groups
(including, for example, [11, 12, 13]). This technique is illustrated on figure 1.3.

The electromagnetic spectrum emitted by the electron bunch is modulated by the bunch
length: when a photon is emitted in an electron bunch, if the wavelength of that photon
is larger than the separation between two photons, then the two photons will contribute
and the emission probability is increased. When N photons contribute the probability
increases as N(N − 1).

It is possible to define the “form factor” (F) of the radiation emitted by an electron
bunch as:

2This means that the photons of the laser pulse have a correlation between wavelength and longitu-
dinal position. This is a common techniques with lasers and can be done, for example, by using a set of
diffraction gratings.

https://portal.slac.stanford.edu/sites/ard_public/facet/facilities/Pages/TCAV.aspx
https://portal.slac.stanford.edu/sites/ard_public/facet/facilities/Pages/TCAV.aspx
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Figure 1.3: Principle of bunch length measurements using electro-optic sampling (taken
from [13]
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where ν is the photons’ frequency, S(x), S(y) and S(z) are the profile distribution along
x, y and z respectively. And the total radiation intensity Itot emitted for a given radiative
phenomena at a given frequency will be:

Itot(ν) = I1(ν) (N +N(N − 1)F(ν)) (1.2)

where I1 is the single electron yield for the phenomena and N the number of electrons.
This radiation can be used in several different manners to measure the bunch length and
its longitudinal profile.

Coherent Transition Radiation (CTR) is emitted when a bunch of charged parti-
cles passes through a thin foil. Several groups [14, 15, 16] have studied how to measure
the spectrum of the CTR emitted and used it to reconstruct bunch length. The SLAC
group [14] uses a KRS-5 prism to disperse the infrared radiation collected and focus it
on a detector. The Frascati group [15] uses a Martin-Puplett interferometer to study the
THz radiation produced by their CTR screens. These setups are shown on figure 1.4. It
should be noted that the methods used by these two groups require a scan of the disper-
sive element or of the interferometer to measure the radiation spectrum. To overcome
this difficulty the DESY group [16] uses several dispersive gratings with several detectors
to perform this measurement (see figure 1.5).
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Figure 1.4: Principle of Coherent Transition Radiation measurements at SLAC on LCLS
and FACET (left; taken from [14]) and at SPARC (right taken from [15]).

Figure 1.5: Principle XX of the Coherent Transition Radiation single shot setup at
DESY (schematic and picture).
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The SLAC group has published their ability to reconstruct 3 fs to 60 fs-long bunches.

Another way to measure the radiation emitted by the bunch is to measure the Coher-
ent Smith-Purcell Radiation (CSPR) it emits. CSPR is emitted when a metallic
diffraction grating is brought close from the beam. I have worked extensively on CSPR
for several years and it is described details in section 1.2.

1.1.4 Comparison of longitudinal bunch measurement techniques

The different longitudinal bunch measurement techniques are summarized in tables 1.1
and 1.2.

From theses tables it appears that there is a wide range of cost and complexity among
longitudinal bunch length measurements. The use of RF deflecting cavities is both com-
plex and expensive (the price been dependent on the beam energy and the RF band
chosen for the measurement) but it is used at several accelerators as a reference to
measure the bunch length 3. This has triggered research to find cheaper techniques.
Electro-optic sampling is a technique that was already available from the optics commu-
nity, however it is complex as it requires an ultrafast laser that is hardly compatible with
an accelerator enclosure and therefore requires to transport the ultrashort laser pulses
inside the accelerator enclosure. CTR has the advantage of being even cheaper and less
complicated to setup and several groups have investigated it and solved differently the
problem of spectrum measurement. CSPR is a less known phenomena and therefore
it has been investigated by fewer groups but renewed interest appeared because of its
single shot and non-destructive capability.

The interest for Energy Recovery Linac (ERL) may also increase the need for non de-
structive single shot longitudinal diagnostics: current ERLs have shown that correct
operations require a very good understanding of the bunch longitudinal phase space at
different locations along the ERL. The availability of a non destructive fast diagnostics
would therefore be an advantage for such machine and in particular for the machine that
is planned to be built in Orsay.

3A comparison of Electro-optic sampling, streak cameras and RF deflecting cavities as longitudinal
bunch profile diagnostic for FACET has been published in [17].



Name Main technology Best resolution Cost Availability status
Current transformer Coil Limited by electronics O 10k€ Commercially available

O 100 ps Commonly used
Streak camera Photocathode, High Voltage Limited by high voltage frequency O 300k€ Camera commercially available
with radiator O ps Setup: R&D
RF deflector High power RF + cavity O 10 fs O 500k€- 2M€ R&D product distributed

C-band or X-band RF (energy dependent) by one manufacturer
3 phases RF cavities O ps Use linac Commonly used

infrastructure
Electro-optic sampling Laser O 50 fs Laser: O 200k€ Commonly used

Birefringent crystals (better res. in optics) Other: O 50k€ in optics
Coherent Transition Optics O 10 fs O 50k€ In use at
Radiation THz filtering several facilities
Coherent Smith-Purcell Diff. gratings O 50 fs O 50k€ R&D
Radiation THz filtering

Table 1.1: Comparaison of the properties of the different techniques of longitudinal bunch length and profile measurement

Name Single shot capability Beam destruction
Current transformer Yes No
Streak camera with radiator Yes Radiator dependent

Synchrotron radiation: No; Screen: Yes
RF deflector Partially Yes

The phase of the measurement must be checked
3 phases No Yes (beam off-energy)
Electro-optic sampling Yes No
Coherent Transition Radiation Interferometer: No Multpl. Gratings: Yes Yes
Coherent Smith-Purcell Radiation Yes No

Table 1.2: Comparaison of the capabilities of the different techniques of longitudinal bunch length and profile measurement



1.2 Smith-Purcell Radiation

1.2.1 First observation of Smith-Purcell Radiation

The first observation of what is now called Smith-Purcell Radiation dates back to 1953
when Smith and Purcell reported the observation of visible light from localized surface
charges moving across a grating [18]. Their observation was made using 300 keV electrons
in a continuous beam. An image of this observation is shown on figure 1.6.

Figure 1.6: Left: Image taken from [18] showing the observation of radiation by Smith
and Purcell in 1953. Right: Schematic of Smith-Purcell radiation.

The first observation of Smith-Purcell radiation from relativistic electrons was reported
only much later in 1992 [19] and the first observation of Coherent Smith-Purcell Radia-
tion [20] came in 1995.

XXX coherent / relativistic images

XXX Van den berg P. M. van den Berg, J. Opt. Soc. Am. 63, 1588 1973!.

1.2.2 Interpretation of Smith-Purcell Radiation

The phenomena was further studied and several interpretations were proposed:

• According to Ishiguro and Tako’s interpretation [21], Smith-Purcell radiation comes
from dipole radiation: when an electron beam passes above a grating it induces a
current in the grating; the oscillations of this current in the teeth of the grating
will create dipole radiation that is emitted. This will later be referred to as the
”surface current” interpretation. This interpretation is shown on figure 1.7 (left).

9



• Toraldo di Francia proposed a different interpretation [22]: according to him a
charged particle in straight uniform motion generates a field that can be expanded
into a set of evanescent waves. It is the diffraction of these waves on a diffraction
grating that creates the Smith-Purcell radiation. This will later be referred to as
the ”radiation diffraction” interpretation. This interpretation is shown on figure 1.7
(right).

Figure 1.7: The two interpretation of Smith-Purcell radiation: The surface current
interpretation as in [21] (left) and the radiation diffraction interpretation as in [22]
(right).

Although these interpretations are different, the underlying physics is the same and the
interpretations should yield to comparable predictions. A comparison of several Smith-
Purcell radiation models has been published in [23] and based on that paper I worked
with a student to perform such comparison for parameters relevants to the experiments
we were conducting [24]. Our conclusion was that within an order of magnitude all
models have to comparable single electron yield as shown on figure 1.8.

1.2.3 Application of Smith-Purcell Radiation

Smith-Purcell radiation and later CSPR have been seen by many scholars as a poten-
tial source of high power infrared radiation, leading for example to a patent to that
purpose [27]. As early as 1979, Smith-Purcell radiation has also been seen by some
scholars as a promising tool to seed Free Electron Lasers [28, 29, 30, 31, 32] and has
been patented [33].

The use of CSPR as a bunch longitudinal profile diagnostic was proposed soon after
the first observation of CSPR and it was even patented [34] (for the US only) at that
time. More detailed work was published by a different team in 2002 [35, 36] and several
key steps were done in the following years [37, 38], including in teams in which I was
participating [39, 40, 41, 42].

10



Figure 1.8: Comparison of the single electron yield of different Smith-Purcell Radiation
models (as published in [24]): the solid blue line corresponds to the Resonant Diffraction
Radiation (RDR) model [23], the green line to the Resonant Reflection Radiation (RRR)
model [25], the purple line with square marker label GFW to the Surface Current model
as described in [26] and the blue dashed line also to the Surface Current (SC) model
described in [26] but with the grating coupling efficiency expression taken from [23].
See [24] for details.

1.2.4 Theoretical aspects of Smith-Purcell Radiation

The theory of Smith-Purcell radiation has been developed in several publications. The
most relevant of them, based on the surface current model, being [26, 43]. The discussion
below is based on these articles.

A diffraction grating will reflect light in different directions by interferences between the
rays reflected by each surface. As shown on figure 1.10, reflections corresponding to the
simple Snell-Descartes law are called ”Order 0”. Higher order correspond to interferences
between all the teeth (order 1) or part of the teeth.

The coordinate system used in this chapter is shown on figure 1.9.

The relation between the polar angle of observation θ (in the plane perpendicular to the
grating surface and passing by the beam), the grating pitch l and the wavelength λ of
the emitted radiation is given by

λ = l

n

( 1
β
− cos θ

)
(1.3)

where n is the radiation order and β = v
c is the ratio between the particle speed v and

the speed of light c. In lepton accelerator it is often very close to 1. This relation is
purely a consequence of the fact that waves emitted by a grating will interfere and in
each direction constructive interferences correspond to specific wavelengths.
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Figure 1.9: Coordinates system used in this chapter. The direction z comes out of the
figure plane as is the azimuthal angle φ.

Figure 1.10: The different orders of a grating: order 0 corresponds to a simple reflection,
the other orders corresponds to interferences of the wavelengths reflections. Image taken
from [44].
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The intensity of radiation emitted by a single electron (single electron yield), per unit
solid angle (Ω) and per frequency (ω) is given by

d2I1
dωdΩ = e2ω2l2

4π2c3 R
2 exp −2x0

λe
(1.4)

where e is the electron charge, x0 is the beam grating separation, λe is the evanescent
wavelength of the virtual radiation emitted by the beam and R2 is a factor reflecting
the coupling of the beam with the grating.

The evanescent wavelength is given by

λe = λ
βγ

2π
√

1 + (βγ sin θ sinφ)?2
(1.5)

where γ is the Lorentz factor, φ is the azimuthal angle (the ascension above or below
the plane perpendicular to the grating surface and passing by the beam).

As discussed above, equation 1.2 applies to Smith-Purcell Radiation and the total radia-
tion intensity emitted from a charged particle bunch of multiplicity N is given by:

d2I

dωdΩ = d2I1
dωdΩ [N +N(N − 1)F(ω)] (1.6)

where F(ω) is the form factor introduced in equation 1.1.

One important difference between CSPR and other radiative methods is that the choice
of the grating will change the radiation intensity observed at different frequencies. On
figure 1.11 one can see the radiation intensities observed for the same bunch profile but
with different gratings pitches.

Improving the beam-coupling calculation

The factor R2 is rather complicated to estimate. It has been discussed in details in [45]
and an approximate solution has been given for high energy beams in the case of echelette
gratings.

The equation 1.3 is very similar the the standard grating equation in the Littrow condi-
tion (with the same definition of variables as above) [46]:

λ = 2l sin θ
n

(1.7)

This has led me to study with a student [?] whether it would be possible to benefit
from the advanced work done in the field of grating theory [47] to estimate R2. We
produced some predictions but these are rather close to what has been obtained with

13
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Figure 1.11: Radiation profiles observed for the same pulse but for different grating
pitches.

simulation codes based on [45] and therefore we have not yet been able to distinguish the
two approaches. This may become possible at the experiment described in 1.3.3.

It should be noted that with the advent of fast and powerful Particle-in-cell electromag-
netic simulation softwares, it becomes possible to simulate the electromagnetic effects
that a charged particles beam induces near a grating without relying on the models
described above. This is what has been attempted in [?].

1.2.5 Profile recovery

As we can see in equation 1.6, there is a mathematical relation between the form factor
and the CSPR intensity at each wavelength. Using relation 1.3 we see that this means
that the signal intensity measured at different angles depends on the form factor and
therefore encodes the bunch length. Calculating the form factor from the measured
signal is therefore rather straightforward.

We have also seen in equation 1.1 that the form factor is strongly related to the bunch
longitudinal profile. However the inverse operation is not so easy: some information is
lost due to the absolute values in equation 1.1. The knowledge of the form factor alone
requires more complicated mathematics to recover the profile.

The Fourier transform of a physical function satisfies the Cauchy-Riemann equations
therefore a given real function (the measured form factor) can only be matched to a very
limited number of imaginary functions and usually by adding extra conditions there will
be only one remaining acceptable imaginary (phase) function. This phase function can
be found using a Hilbert transform or the Kramers Kronig (KK) relations.
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To recover the phase of a form factor, it must first be written in the following form:

log(F(ω)) = log(ρ(ω)) + iΘ(ω) (1.8)

where ρ(ω)) is the amplitude and Θ(ω) the phase associated to this Form factor. ρ(ω))
is thus the result of the measurement and Θ(ω) the information that needs to be recov-
ered.

The Hilbert transform gives then the relation

Θ(ω0) = − 1
π

P
∫ +∞

−∞

ln(ρ(ω))
ω0 − ω

dω. (1.9)

and the Kramers Kronig relation gives:

Θ(ω0) = 2ω0
π

P
∫ +∞

0

ln(ρ(ω))
ω2

0 − ω2 dω (1.10)

In most cases the value given by these two methods will be very close.

Before I started working on CSPR an algorithm based on KK was already available [?] for
all coherent radiation phenomena. However its implementation for CSPR was sometimes
leading to non-sensical results. With a student (Vitalii Khodnevych), we implemented
and studied a new phase recovery algorithm based on the Hilbert transform [?]. We
extended this work by doing a large number of simulations to also study the precision of
this algorithm, how to optimise the position and number of detectors and how noise can
affect the quality of the measurement [?]. The main results of this paper are presented
below.

To study how profiles shapes match each other we defined a variable by analogy to the
standard Full-Width at Half-Maximum (FWHM), this variable called Full-Width at X
of the Maximum (FWXM) allows to study the width of a pulse at a certain fraction X
of the maximum. The FW0.5M is similar to the usual FWHM. To compare the shape
of a reconstructed profile (deco) and its orignal (orig) we define the variable ∆F W XM as
follow:

∆F W XM =
∣∣∣∣∣FWXMorig − FWXMreco

FWXMorig

∣∣∣∣∣ (1.11)

Figure 1.12 for example shows example of simulated profiles correctly reconstructed
but also profiles poorly reconstructed. Figure 1.13 studies the impact of the number
of detectors of the quality of the reconstruction, showing that there is an optimum at
about 3 × 11 detectors (3 sets of 11 detectors covering different frequency ranges) and
figure 1.14 shows that positioning them at constant angle is better than positioning them
linearly or logarithmically (in frequency), examples of possible detectors positioning are

15
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Figure 1.12: Example of profiles correctly reconstructed (upper row) and poorly recon-
structed (lower row) as presented in [?]. The original profile is in blue and the profiles
reconstructed with the Hilbert transform and the full Kramers-Kronig procedures are in
red and black respectively.
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Figure 1.13: Effect of the sampling frequencies (number of detectors) on the χ2 (left)
and ∆F W HM (right) when comparing original an reconstructed profiles, as presented
in [?].
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Figure 1.16: Mean χ2 and ∆F W XM as function of the noise amplitude, as presented in [?].
The interpretation of this figure is that with a 50% noise on our signal we introduce an
error on the profile FWHM of about 10%.

shown on figure 1.15. Finally we also studied the effect of noise on the measured signal
on the quality of the reconstruction 1.16.

Image CLIO 3 diff profiles

1.3 Experimental study of Coherent Smith-Purcell radia-
tion

One of the remaining difficulties preventing the adoption of Smith-Purcell radiation as
a longitudinal profile is that

1.3.1 Smith-Purcell radiation measurement at FACET

1.3.2 Smith-Purcell radiation measurement at SOLEIL

1.3.3 Smith-Purcell radiation measurement at CLIO

.

1.3.4 Outlook: Application to laser-driven plasma accelerators and
ERLs

beam grating sep. stability
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1.4 Undefined references

chap:plasmaAccelerationMecanism chap:laser-wire chap:pepper-pot chap:SP laser-synch
chap:laser-plasma
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